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Hubble-induced radiative corrections and Affleck-Dine baryogenesis
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We examine the viability of the Affleck-Dine mechanism for baryogenesis under radiatively induced running
of soft breaking (mass)2 of the flat directions stemming from a nonzero energy density of the inflaton during
inflation. A major difference from analogous phenomenological studies is that the horizon radius provides a
natural infrared cutoff to the quantum corrections in this case. We identify different scenarios which may arise
and point out that theHuL flat direction remains the most promising flat direction, since it is largely indepen-
dent of uncertainties about high scale physics and details of the inflationary model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Affleck-Dine ~AD! mechanism@1# provides an el-
egant model for generating the observed baryon asymm
of the Universe~BAU! in the framework of supersymmetry
alternative scenarios include grand unified theory~GUT!
baryogenesis@2#, electroweak baryogenesis@3# and leptoge-
nesis@4#. In this scenario some squarks and/or sleptons
quire a large vacuum expectation value~VEV! along a flat
direction of the scalar potential of the minimal supersymm
ric standard model~MSSM! during an inflationary epoch~for
reviews, see@5#!. A baryon~or lepton! number violating op-
erator induced by new physics at a high scale and a la
~spontaneously! C andCP violating phase, provided by th
initial VEV along the flat direction, together with the out o
equilibrium condition after inflation, satisfies all three r
quirements for the generation of baryon asymmetry@6#. The
‘‘AD field’’ describing the flat direction starts oscillating
once its mass exceeds the Hubble expansion rateH. At the
same time some baryon and/or lepton number violating
erator produces a torque which leads to a spiral motion of
real and imaginary parts of the VEV in the complex plan
This results in a baryon~lepton! asymmetry once the comov
ing number density of the AD particles is frozen at suf
ciently late times@1#.

In the early Universe the nonzero energy density of
inflaton field is the dominant source of supersymme
breaking. This has an important consequence in model
local supersymmetry where scalar fields generally acqui
soft supersymmetry breaking (mass)2 component ~called
Hubble-induced from now on! proportional toH2 @7–9#. The
effect of such a mass term crucially depends on the size
sign of the constant of proportionality. A positive (mass2

!H2 will not change the analysis of the original scena
@1#. On the other hand, for a (mass)2>H2 the flat direction
settles at the origin during inflation and hence cannot be u
to generate BAU. It has been shown that the AD mechan
leads to interesting amounts of BAU only for a (mass2

,9/16H2 @10#. Perhaps the most interesting case occurs f
(mass)2;2H2, since it naturally leads to a nonzero VEV o
the flat direction before the onset of its oscillations. This c
0556-2821/2002/65~6!/065010~6!/$20.00 65 0650
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be realized at the tree level in simple extensions of minim
supergravity models@8,9#, and from one-loop corrections t
the Kähler potential in no-scale supergravity models@11#.

A detailed examination of the scenario with (mass)2;
2H2, including a systematic treatment of nonrenormaliza
superpotential terms which lift the flat direction, has be
performed in Ref.@9#. Let us denote the AD field describin
a generic direction in the scalar potential of the MSS
which is D- and F-flat at the renormalizable superpotenti
level1 by f. This flat direction is lifted by a term in the
superpotential of the form

W$
lnFn

nMn23
, ~1!

where F is the superfield comprisingf and its fermionic
partner,M is the scale of new physics which induces t
above term, andln is an O(1) number. Supersymmetr
breaking by the inflaton energy density and by the hidd
sector result in the terms

2CIH
2ufu21S alnH

fn

nMn23
1H.c.D 1mf,0

2 ufu2

1S Af,0ln

fn

nMn23
1H.c.D ~2!

in the scalar potential. The first and the third terms are
Hubble-induced and low-energy soft mass terms resp
tively, while the second and the fourth terms are the Hubb
induced and low-energyA terms respectively. The Hubble
induced soft terms typically dominate the low-energy on

1D-flat directions of the MSSM are classified by gauge invaria
monomials of the scalar fields of the theory,) i 51

N w i ; the AD field is
then defined as the linear combinationf[(( i 51

N w i)/AN. For a de-
tailed discussion of this, as well as the lowest-dimensional oper
in the superpotential which can lift a specific flat direction, see R
@12#.
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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for H.m0, wherem0;mf,0;O(TeV). If CI.0, the abso-
lute value of the AD field during inflation settles at the min
mum given by

ufu.S CI

~n21!ln
HIM

n23D 1/n22

, ~3!

with HI being the Hubble constant during the inflationa
epoch.2 If uau is O(1), thephaseu of ^f& is related to the
phase ofa throughnu1ua5p; otherwiseu will take some
random value, which will generally be ofO(1). After infla-
tion, ^f& initially continues to track the instantaneous loc
minimum of the scalar potential, which can be derived
replacingHI with H(t) in Eq. ~3!. OnceH.m0, the low-
energy soft terms take over. Then the (mass)2 of f becomes
positive and^f& moves in a nonadiabatic way, since th
phase of̂ f& during inflation differs from the phase ofA. As
a result ^f& starts a spiral motion in the complex plan
which leads to generation of a net baryon and/or lep
asymmetry@9#. Recently it has been noticed that vario
thermal effects from reheating can be substantial wh
might trigger the motion of the flat direction at an earli
time and change the yielded BAU@13,14#. Detailed studies
of AD leptogenesis have been done which take these the
effects into account@15#.

All fields which have gauge or Yukawa couplings to t
AD field contribute to the logarithmic running of its (mass)2.
Therefore, one should study the evolution of the flat dir
tion (mass)2 from some higher scale such asMGUT down3 to
low scales in order to determine the location of the true m
mum of the potential and, ultimately, examine the viability
a given flat direction for the AD mechanism. The running
low-energy soft breaking masses has been studied in g
detail in the context of MSSM phenomenology@17#, in par-
ticular in connection with radiative electroweak symme
breaking@18#. In this paper we perform similar studies in
cosmological setup for the AD mechanism.

II. SCALE DEPENDENCE OF THE FLAT DIRECTION

We start with a brief review of the running of the so
breaking (mass)2 of the MSSM scalars. The one-loop be
functions for the (mass)2 of the Higgs doubletHu which
couples to the top quark, the right-handed stopũ3, the left-

2We have ignored the term}a in Eq. ~3!. If CI.0, thea term will
not change the vev qualitatively. On the other hand, even forCI

,0 the potential~2! will have a minimum at a nonvanishing VEV
if uau2.4(n21)CI . However, the origin will also be a minimum in
this case. The viability of the AD mechanism then depends
which minimum the AD field will ‘‘choose’’ during inflation. Be-
cause of this complication we do not pursue the case withCI,0
and largeuau any further.

3We conservatively chooseMGUT.231016 GeV as the scale
where SUSY breaking is transmitted to the visible sector, in orde
avoid uncertainties about physics betweenMGUT and MPlanck. We
further notice that in M-theory scenarios the GUT scale also re
sents the string scale@16#.
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handed doublet of third generation squarksQ̃3 and theA
parameterAt associated with the top Yukawa interaction a
@19#

d

dq
mHu

2 5
3ht

2

8p2~mHu

2 1mQ̃3

2
1mũ3

2
1uAtu2!2

1

2p2 S 1

4
g1

2um1u2

1
3

4
g2

2um2u2D ,

d

dq
mũ3

2
5

2ht
2

8p2~mHu

2 1mQ̃3

2
1mũ3

2
1uAtu2!2

1

2p2 S 4

9
g1

2um1u2

1
4

3
g3

2um3u2D ,

d

dq
mQ̃3

2
5

ht
2

8p2~mHu

2 1mQ̃3

2
1mũ3

2
1uAtu2!2

1

2p2 S 1

36
g1

2um1u2

1
3

4
g2

2um2u21
4

3
g3

2um3u2D ,

d

dq
At5

3ht
2

8p2 At2
1

2p2 S 13

36
g1

2m11
3

4
g2

2m21
4

3
g3

2m3D .

~4!

Here q denotes the logarithm of the scale; this could be
external energy or momentum scale, but in the case at h
the relevant scale is set by the VEV~s! of the fields them-
selves.ht is the top Yukawa coupling, whileg1 ;g2 ;g3 and
m1 ;m2 ;m3 are gauge couplings and soft breaking gaug
masses of theU(1)Y ;SU(2);SU(3) subgroups respectively
If ht is the only large Yukawa coupling~i.e., as long as tanb
is not very large!, the beta functions for the (mass)2 of
squarks of the first and second generations and the slep
only receive significant contributions from gauge or gaug
loops. A review of these effects can be found in Ref.@17#.
Here we only mention the main results for universal boun
ary conditions, where atMGUT the (mass)2 of all scalars is
m0

2 and the gauginos have the common soft breaking m
m1/2. For a low value4 of tanb51.65,

mHu

2 .2
1

2
m0

222m1/2
2 ~5!

at the weak scale, whilemũ3

2 andmQ̃3

2 remain positive. The

soft breaking (mass)2 of the first and second generations
squarks is.m0

21(527)m1/2
2 , while for the right-handed

n

o

e-

4This value corresponds to the case of maximal top Yukawa c
pling, so called fixed point scenario@20,21#, since this maximal
coupling at the weak scale is approached from a wide range
choices forht at the GUT scale. Such a low value of tanb is
excluded by Higgs boson searches at the CERNe1e2 collider LEP
@22#, unless one allows stop masses well above 1 TeV. We ne
theless include this scenario in our discussion since it represen
extreme case.
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and left-handed sleptons one gets.m0
210.1m1/2

2 and .m0
2

10.5m1/2
2 , respectively. The important point is that the su

mHu

2 1mL
2 , which describes the mass in theHuL flat direc-

tion, is driven to negative values at the weak scale only
m1/2*m0. This is intuitively understandable since Eqs.~4!

have a fixed point solution@21# mHu

2 1mũ3

2
1mQ̃3

2
5At50

whenm1/250.
Similarly one could follow the evolution of the soft brea

ing terms when the Hubble-induced supersymmetry break
is dominant, i.e., forH.O(TeV). However, some differ-
ences arise in this case. For the low-energy supersymm
breaking case, constraints from the weak scale~e.g., realiza-
tion of electroweak symmetry breaking, and experimen
limits on the sparticle masses! give information aboutm0

2

and m1/2. Together with fine tuning arguments, these co
straints imply thatm0

2.0 andm0 ;m1/2 areO(TeV). This is
different from the Hubble-induced supersymmetry break
case, wherem0

2 andm1/2 are determined by the scale of in
flation ~and the form of the Ka¨hler potential!. At low scales
the Hubble-induced terms are completely negligible, beca
at temperatureT;MW , H;O(1) eV, and at present th
Hubble parameter isH0;O(10233) eV.

There exists an even more fundamental difference
tween the two cases. In Minkowski spacetime the contri
tion of a given loop to a beta function freezes at a scale of
order of the mass of the particle in the loop. In an expand
Universe the horizon radius}H21 defines an additiona
natural infrared cutoff for the theory. The reason is that
particle description ceases to be physically meaningful o
the Compton wavelength of a particle exceeds the hori
radius. The masses of particles which are coupled to the
field consist of two parts: a supersymmetry preserving p
proportional to the VEV̂ f&, and the Hubble-induced supe
symmetry breaking part. The contribution of a given loop
a beta function should thus be frozen at a scale which is
larger ofu^f&u andH ~recall thatht and gauge couplings ar
close to one!. In particular, if the squared mass of the A
field is positive at very large scales but turns negative
some intermediate scaleQc , the origin of the AD potential
will cease to be a minimum provided the Hubble parame
is less thanQc . On the other hand, ifmf

2 ,0 at the GUT
scale, its running should already be terminated at the s
u^f&u determined by Eq.~3!.5 In the following two subsec-
tions we therefore discuss the cases of positive and neg
GUT-scale (mass)2 for the AD field separately.

5Here we note that the Hubble cutoff usually plays no role in lo
corrections to the inflaton potential. In most inflationary models
masses of the fields which may run in the loop are larger than
Hubble expansion during inflation due to the presence of a fi
coupling to the inflaton. This will happen if the inflaton~time vary-
ing! VEV is large and the couplings are not very small. In tho
cases, which are somewhat similar to our case withCI.0, one
could right away trust the usual loop calculation evaluated in a
space time background@23#.
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A. The case withCIÉÀ1

In this case all scalar fields roll towards the origin ve
rapidly and settle there during inflation if radiative corre
tions to their (mass)2 are negligible. A typical AD fieldf is
a linear combinationf5( i 51

N aiw i of the MSSM scalarsw i ,
implying that mf

2 5( i 51
N uai u2mw

2 . As mentioned before, the
running ofmf

2 crucially depends onm1/2. A Hubble-induced
gaugino mass can be produced from a~nonminimal! depen-
dence of the gauge superfield kinetic terms on the infla
field. Generally the gauge superfield kinetic terms must
pend on the field~s! of the hidden or secluded sector in ord
to obtain gaugino masses of roughly the same order as~or
larger than! scalar masses, as required by phenomenolo
Havingm1/2;H thus appears to be quite natural unless anR
symmetry forbids terms which are linear in the inflaton s
perfield @9#. The same also holds for the Hubble-inducedA
terms. Them term is a bit different. Since it does not brea
supersymmetry, there isa priori no reason to assume thatm
of orderH will be created. However, it seems more appe
ing to evoke some mechanism@24,25# that naturally pro-
ducesm of order of the soft breaking masses in Minkows
space. Am term of orderH can probably be realized in th
models of Ref.@24#, but seems unlikely to emerge in those
Ref. @25#. We will therefore treatm as a free parameter. W
will see below that small values ofm are favored.

We considered sample cases with6 m1/25H;3H;H/3,
At(MGUT)56H;63H;6H/3, ht(MGUT)52, 0.5 and
g1(MGUT)5g2(MGUT)5g3(MGUT)50.71. We then fol-
lowed the running of scalar soft masses fromMGUT down to
103 GeV, where the low-energy supersymmetry break
becomes dominant.

The main observation is that only theHuL flat direction
can acquire a negative (mass)2 at low scales. In this case
mf

2 5(mHu

2 1mL
21m2)/2, where the last term is the contribu

tion from the Hubble-inducedm term. The results for this
case are summarized in Table I, form(MGUT)&H/4, so that
the contribution}m2 to mf

2 is negligible. In generalmf
2

changes sign at a higher scale forht(MGUT)52. This is ex-
pected since a larger Yukawa coupling naturally maximiz
the running ofmHu

2 . Furthermore, the difference betwee

At /m1/2,0 and At /m1/2.0 becomes more apparent a
uAt /m1/2u increases andht decreases. The quasi fixed-poi
value ofAt /m1/2 is positive@21#. Positive input values ofAt
will thus lead to positiveAt at all scales, but a negativ
At(MGUT) implies that At.0 for some range of scales
which diminishes its effect in the RGE, see Eq.~4!. The sign
of At(MGUT) is more important for smallerht , since then
At /m1/2 will evolve less rapidly.

We also notice that the squared mass of theHuL flat di-
rection does not change sign whenm1/25H/3, except for7

At563H andht50.5. This can be explained by the fact th

e
e
e

t

6The renormalization group equation~RGE! ~4! for At shows that
the relative sign betweenAt and m1/2 matters since it affects the
running of uAtu and, subsequently, scalar soft masses. Without l
of generality we take the common gaugino massm1/2 to be positive.

7For this choice of parameters,At initially runs very slowly. It will
therefore remain large for some time and helpsmHu

2 to decrease
quickly towards lower scales.
0-3
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for small m1/2 and small or moderateuAtu we are generally
close to the fixed point solution

mHu

2 .2
1

2
H2, mũ3

2 .0, mQ̃3

2 .
1

2
H2. ~6!

Nevertheless, even form1/2!H the squared mass of theHuL
flat direction as well asmũ3

2 are,0.2H2 well above 1 TeV,

exactly due to the fixed point solution behavior. This impli
that theHuL flat direction can still be viable@10#. Flat direc-

tions built out of ũ3 will be marginal at best, since the re
duction ofmũ3

2 will be diluted by other contributions tomf
2

that are not reduced by RG running; e.g. for theU3D1D2 flat
direction we findmf

2 .2H2/3 at all scales.
The AD mechanism should always work ifQc.HI , since

then the global minimum of the potential during inflation
located atu^f&uÞ0. Note that in this case the VEVu^f&u is
usually determined byQc rather than by Eq.~3!. For scales
close toQc the mass term in the scalar potential Eq.~2! can
be written asbfH2ufu2log(ufu/Qc), where the coefficientbf

can be obtained from the RGE. Ifbf.0, which is true for
theHuL flat direction forCI,0, this term will reach a mini-
mum at log(ufu/Qc)521. If Qc,(HIMGUT

n23)1/n22 the non-
renormalizable contributions to the scalar potential are n
ligible for ufu;Qc , so that the minimum of the quadrat
term essentially coincides with the minimum of the compl
potential given by Eq.~2!. In models of high scale inflation
~e.g., chaotic inflation models!, the Hubble constant during
inflation HI can be as large as 1013 GeV. This implies that
mf

2 for theHuL flat direction can only become negative du
ing inflation if m1/2

2 @H2, which includes the ‘‘no-scale’’ sce
nario studied in Ref.@11#. The region of parameter spac
safely allowing AD leptogenesis is much larger in models
intermediate and low scale inflation~e.g. some new inflation
models! where HI is substantially smaller. In such mode

TABLE I. The scaleQc ~in GeV! where the squared mass of th
AD field describing theHuL flat direction changes sign, forCI5
21 and several values for the ratiosAt /H andm1/2/H as well as
the top Yukawa couplinght , all taken at scaleMGUT52
31016 GeV.

At /H m1/2/H Qc(ht52) Qc(ht50.5)

11/3 (21/3) 1/3 3 3

11/3 (21/3) 1 1062107 103

11/3 (21/3) 3 1011 1062107

11 (21) 1/3 3 3

11 (21) 1 1062107 105 (3)
11 (21) 3 1011 108 (106)

13 (23) 1/3 3 107

13 (23) 1 1014 (107) 109 (103)
13 (23) 3 1015 (1011) 1010 (106)
06501
g-

e

f

one can easily haveHI,Qc at least for theHuL flat direc-
tion, unlessm1/2

2 !H2 or m2*m1/2
2 .

If Qc,HI , f settles at the origin during inflation and it
post-inflationary dynamics will depend on the process
thermalization. If the inflaton decay products thermalize ve
slowly, mf

2 is only subjected to zero-temperature radiati
corrections and̂ f& can move away from the origin onc
H&Qc ; a necessary condition for this scenario is that infl
tons do not directly decay to fields that are charged un
SU(3)3SU(2)3U(1)Y . If Qc@1 TeV, f will readily
settle at the new minimum and AD leptogenesis can wo
However, the situation will be completely different if infla
tons directly decay to some matter fields. In such a case
plasma of inflaton decay products has a temperatureT
;(GdHMPlanck

2 )1/4 @26# (Gd is the inflaton decay rate!. Thus
fields which contribute to the running ofmf

2 are in thermal
equilibrium ~recall that the AD field is stuck atf50) and
their back reaction results in thermal corrections of ord
1T2 to mf

2 . For generic models of inflationT.H, implying
that thermal effects exceed radiative corrections. There
^f& remains at the origin at all times and AD leptogene
will not work.

B. The case withCIÉ¿1

In this case all flat directions are viable if the running
mf

2 is negligible. However, radiative corrections may chan
the sign~in this case to positive! at small VEV~s! possibly
resulting in the entrapment off at the origin. We quantita-
tively studied the same sample cases as above.

The main results can be summarized as follows. T
squared mass of the AD field for theHuL flat direction is
always negative at small scales, unlessm2*H2/2. However,
for m1/253H, mf

2 changes sign twice; it is positive for scale
Q between roughly 1014 and 106 GeV, the precise values
depending onht andAt . Slepton masses only receive pos
tive contributions from electroweak gauge/gaugino loops.
a result, the squared mass of the AD field describing theLLE
flat direction remains negative down to 1 TeV, unlessm1/2

.2H; for m1/2*3H, Qc*109 GeV even for this flat direc-

tion. The squared masses of all squarks~exceptũ3) change
sign at Qc.1 TeV unless m1/2&H/3; we find Qc

.1010(1015) GeV for m1/2/H51(3). This is due to the
large positive contribution}m3

2 to the squared squark mass
at scales belowMGUT. The corresponding values for th
U3DiD j and LQD flat directions are usually somewha
smaller, due to the Yukawa terms in theb function and the
slower running of slepton masses, respectively; however,
listed values ofQc are still a fair approximation for thes
cases.

According to Eq.~3!, the scaleu^f&u@H, above which
the positive contribution to the scalar potential from the no
renormalizable superpotential term in Eq.~1! dominates
2H2, now appears. IfQc.(HIMGUT

n23)1/n22, mf
2 is positive

for all VEV~s! and hence the flat direction will settle at th
0-4
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HUBBLE-INDUCED RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 065010
origin during inflation and remain there from then on.
such a case the flat direction is not viable for the AD mec
nism. This can easily happen for flat directions involvi
squarks in models of low scale inflation, but is not like
for high scale inflationary models unlessm1/2*3H. For
HI,Qc,(HIMGUT

n23)1/n22, feasible for some flat direction
in both intermediate-high scale and low scale mode
the potential during inflation has two minima, at^f&50
and at u^f&u;(HIMGUT

n23)1/n22. Depending on the initial
conditions, f can roll down towards either of them an
settle there but only the latter one will be useful for t
AD mechanism. If Qc,HI , the AD field direction will
settle at the value determined by Eq.~3! ~the only
minimum during inflation! and remain there afterwards
The appearance of another minimum at the origin a
inflation, which is possible onceH,Qc , does not change
the situation since these minima are separated by a ba
Therefore in this case radiative corrections will not chan
the picture qualitatively; however, they will still modify th
quantitative analysis, sinceCI in Eq. ~3! will become
scale-dependent.

In summary, for models of high-intermediate scale infl
tion the AD mechanism will not be disrupted unlessm1/2

*3H. On the other hand, theHuL flat direction is the most
promising one for low scale inflationary models, regardle
of the value ofm1/2, provided only that the Hubble-induce
umu is not too large. Similarly, ifm1/2*3H, AD leptogenesis
along the HuL flat direction is the only viable option
but requires a relatively low scaleHI . However, Qc

!(HIMGUT
n23)1/2 and u^f&u;Qc at the minimum of potentia

in this case. Thermal effects may therefore trigger an e
oscillation of the flat direction, if inflaton directly decays
matter fields@13,14#.

III. CONCLUSION

In this paper we examined the AD mechanism
baryogenesis including radiative corrections to the Hubb
induced soft breaking (mass)2 of the MSSM scalars. An
important point is that in an expanding Universe t
horizon radius provides a natural infrared cutoff to su
corrections. Radiative corrections lead to interest
consequences whenever the Hubble-induced soft brea
parameters satisfym1/2*m0, or uA0u*m0 with m0

2.0;
here m0 , m1/2 and A0 are the common soft breakin
scalar and gaugino masses and common trilinear
breaking parameter, respectively, all taken at the in
scaleMGUT. We found that theHuL flat direction remains
viable for a large region of parameter space, in particu
for both signs ofm0

2, as long as the Hubble-inducedm
parameter satisfiesumu2&1/4max$m0

2,m1/2
2 %. In contrast, flat

directions involving squarks are only viable form0
2,0 and

relatively smallm1/2, the precise upper bound depending
the Hubble parameter during inflationHI . Purely sleptonic
flat directions are intermediate between these two extre
cases.
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It should be emphasized that the values ofm0 , m1/2, A0
andm used in this analysis have no bearing on present p
nomenology. All these parameters are Hubble-induced,
thus contribute negligibly to the present-day sparti
spectrum. In particular, our analysis will go through ev
if present-day supersymmetry breaking is not due to gra
mediation, as long as physics at scales aroundMGUT can
be described by an effective supergravity theory in
dimensions. The only MSSM parameter which is
some importance for our analysis is the ratio of VEV
tanb, which determines the Yukawa couplings of the qua
and leptons. However, we saw in Sec. II A that chang
the top coupling at the GUT scale from 0.5 to 2.0 does
lead to large variations in AD phenomenology. If tanb@1,
i.e. for large bottom andt Yukawa couplings, the domain
of viability for flat directions involving b̃ and/or t̃ fields
will increase somewhat, in particular form0

2.0, but again
we do not expect the situation to change qualitatively in t
case.

Moreover, we do not find direct consequences forQ-ball
@27,28# production. Radiative corrections to the Hubbl
induced soft mass can affect the initial conditions at the on
of flat direction oscillations. On the other hand,Q-ball for-
mation occurs during oscillations which start when the lo
energy supersymmetry breaking@9# or thermal effects@13#
dominate the Hubble-induced supersymmetry breaki
Once the latter becomes subdominant, the standard ana
@27,28# of the flatness of scalar potential andQ-ball forma-
tion will apply. However, there is an indirect connectio
sinceQ-balls might evaporate if the inflaton decay produc
thermalize quickly, unless the reheat temperature is very l
We saw in Sec. II A that models with delayed thermalizati
might realize AD baryogenesis withm0

2.0 even if Qc

,HI , as long asQc@1 TeV.
Finally, we reiterate that radiative corrections will not a

fect the AD mechanism qualitatively if there exists a
R-symmetry which forbids the appearance of terms linea
the inflaton superfield~which would implym1/2,uA0u!m0).
On the other hand, in more general scenariosQc depends
very strongly~essentially exponentially! on m1/2, and is thus
very sensitive to details of physics at high scales. We h
seen that AD leptogenesis from theHuL direction is quite
robust and works~almost! independently of the size ofm1/2

and the sign ofm0
2, as long as the Hubble-inducedm term is

not too large. Recall that this scenario also has the distinc
of connecting baryogenesis with the neutrino sector par
eters@15#. Our analysis provides an argument why theHuL
direction might be preferreddynamicallyover the plethora of
other possible flat directions.
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